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ABSTRACT
Next-Generation Internet applications demand inherent flexibility and programmability from the underlying network.
OpenFlow-based substrate, as a potential solution, provides
the required support to enable network innovations by separating the intelligent control plane from the datapath processing. Several visualization systems have been designed
in the context of OpenFlow to facilitate network management. However, the fundamental drawback of these systems
is the lack of generality. In this paper we propose ROVIZ, an
interactive visualization framework for next generation networks. The contributions of our work consists of the following: i) compatible with any OpenFlow based networks, irrespective of the controller(s), ii) maintains real-time information about the entire network as well as individual devices,
and iii) provides interactive menus for selective information
retrieval improving bandwidth constraints.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Future Internet Architecture]: Network Visualization
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Next-Generation Internet designs envision inherent
flexility and programmability in the underlying network
infrastructure. OpenFlow [1] provides a potential solution to enable network innovations based on commercial
switching hardwares by separating the intelligent control plane from the datapath processing. OpenFlow-
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Figure 1: ROVIZ: Network Visualization Framework

based networks usually consist of two parts: switching hardware(s) and controller(s). The mapping between these two could be either one-to-one or many-toone. OpenFlow refers to the communication protocol
between controllers and switches.
Network visualization provides extensive useful information about the underlying network, e.g., network
topology, traﬃc statistics, network and device configuration parameters etc. Gathering real time statistics
about the network state through visualization can help
us perform network management decisions and monitor network related problems. Several visualization
systems have been designed in the context of OpenFlow, however, such systems are constrained by their
fundamental limitations. For example, LAVI [3] and
NOX GUI [4] have restricted towards visualizing the
network that are connected to a NOX controller. Both
systems lack generality to work with other controllers.
ENVI [2],the frontend unit, communicates with LAVI
by requiring an intermediate binary to JSON format
translator. Such intermediate levels of abstraction requires significant development time and making it hard

to port when extended to work with other OpenFlow
based controllers.
We propose a generic framework that enables the visualization unit to communicate using OpenFlow protocol. This design choice requires the controller to just
relay OpenFlow messages and introduces generality by
being able to connect to any OpenFlow based controller.
In the next section we discuss our ROVIZ system architecture. Section 3, elaborates our implementation
details. We conclude this abstract with our extension
details and future work.

2.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

As show in Figure 1, ROVIZ communicates with the
underlying OpenFlow network through OpenFlow controllers. It establishes a direct TCP connection with
each OpenFlow controller and exchanges OpenFlow protocol messages. ROVIZ provides an easy way to visualize the network, using a two-tier architecture. PROMES
(message processor)gathers network information from
the OpenFlow controllers and displays them using GUIZ
(frontend user interface). Both PROMES and GUIZ
maintains lightweight, dynamic database which records
and updates the network information in real time.
PROMES receives messages from the controllers, with
a unique socket connection associated with every controller. PROMES talks OpenFlow protocol and processes the received information based on the type of
message as per the specification. Individual functional
units namely NODIZ/FLOWIZ/STATIZ handle node/
flow/statistics information in parallel. PROMES also
handles queries from GUIZ. It converts the queries into
OpenFlow requests and sends them to the corresponding controllers(switches).
GUIZ receives the updated data by establishing an
active TCP connection with PROMES. GUIZ uses a
message analyzer to determine the type of message received and forwards the data to a decoder to understand
the message, before updating the visual unit using a layout manager. GUIZ also provides a real time interactive user interface to update and talk to the OpenFlowbased devices through PROMES. This interactive information retrieval feature makes our system unique by
providing a good balance between gathering required
information and improving bandwidth constraints, thus
increasing scalability.

3.

IMPLEMENTATION

To evaluate our system design, we developed ROVIZ
prototype and tested on diﬀerent OpenFlow switches,
e.g., Software implementation, HP ProCurve 5400, and
NEC IP8800. ROVIZ worked eﬃciently with both NOX
and non-NOX based controllers, gathered topology information, real time statistics, and enabled us to control
the switches with our visual unit. The prototype was

Figure 2: GUIZ: Interactive Visual Menu
found to be very useful for debugging the network and
determine the faulty units.
Figure 2 shows menus that interact with the underlying OpenFlow switches in our implementation. Flow
and Port Statistics in the statistics menu shows accurate real time information. A new flow could be added
to the given switch using Add Flow menu by filling out
the required fields. Delete Flow menu shows list of current active flows, and by selecting one, we deleted the
corresponding flow from the switch.

4.

FUTURE WORK

In our current prototype implementation we have focused our work to prove the ROVIZ architecture design
and demonstrate how it facilitates network management
and debugging with OpenFlow based networks. In the
future, we plan to extend the current framework to support i) non-OpenFlow devices, ii) eﬃcient topology discovery.
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